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stands " how to solve the puzzle, and after that moment
the trials and errors disappear suddenly.   Though this is
not what is actually found if the puzzle is a difficult one, we
must bear the point in mind, and ask ourselves whether there
are two kinds of learning, one by trial and error, and the other
by insight and understanding    There are certainly some
provinces of learning in which man uses mainly trial and
error.   For instance, consider learning to drive a long and
straight ball at golf    There is no doubt very considerable
advantage to be gained by having a teacher who gives us a
good model, and warns us against faults.   But in any case
a very considerable amount of trial and error there must be,
and good driving can be learnt, and has been learnt, just by
driving and driving and driving    Naive learning of this
sort, indeed, is probably best, provided that there is a strong
enough incentive to continue, that the dissatisfaction at
bad drives does not lead to discontinuance of the game,
and that there is occasionally seen a model of what can be
achieved.  When anyone learns in this way he cannot usually
say just what it is that he does differently that causes h?Tn
to drive better this month than last.   When he does say
what it is, the chances are that he is mistaken, and that
attention given to this analysed point will only check his
learning.  People drive best when they do not think about it,
but just put the ball down and smack it away    Since they
do certainly get better with practice even when unconscious
of what changes they are making, and since at first they
certainly practise the wrong thing oftener than the right
thing, we are forced to assume that in man also, satisfaction
at a successful movement can somehow cause that movement
to be repeated more easily, can select it from among the
dissatisfying movements, even when he is not conscious of
the exact muscular combinations which formed the success-
ful movement.    Some change, some unconscious change,
must take place in the nervous system.   We turn next to an
elementary study of the nervous system to see whether this
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